Knitted fabric
When a fabric is made by interloping of one set of yarn is called knitted fabric.
At list one or one set of yarn is needed to make a knit fabric.
SR. No

COTTON &
BLENDS

Uses

images

Short Description / Technical Specifications

1

100 % Cotton
Single jersey

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM WEIGHTS SOLID DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

Cotton jersey is probably the most common type of
knit – it’s very soft and fluid and works well for a
variety of garments, although it best for t-shirts,
leggings . The most important thing to pay attention
to with jersey is the weight. We are offering GSM
range from 3.0 Oz to 10 Oz.

2

100% Cotton
Rib Knits

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM WEIGHTS SOLID DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

Cotton ribbed knit is easy to identify because it has
lines (or “ribs”) going up and down the fabric. It’s
most often used for cuffs and necklines because
it’s super stretchy, but it works very well for tees for
kids. Rib can be knit on flat & circular weft knits..

3

Cotton lycra
and cotton
spandex knit

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM WEIGHTS SOLID DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

These fabrics are very smooth and flattering for
women’s wear. Many of the layering tees or tanks
you find in stores are made from this type of fabric.
The small percentage of spandex or lycra gives
these fabrics excellent stretch and great recovery
(with means it holds it’s shape well and won’t get
stretched out). Many lycra or spandex knit blends
are a bit heavier in weight than jersey

4

Cotton
interlock knit

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM WEIGHTS SOLID DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

Cotton interlock knit is another common knit type,
and this is one you’ll be able to find at your local
fabric store in a variety of solids and occasionally
some prints. Interlock is a great beginner’s knit to
sew on – it’s generally a little thicker and more
stable than other knits, which means it sews up a
lot like a woven. Interlock is used for skirts or
dresses

5

Cotton
French terry
knit

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM WEIGHTS SOLID DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

French terry knit is one which is commonly used for
various purposes in daily life. It’s very soft and
drapey, and has a casual, comfy feel.. French terry
is also called stretch or jersey terry, and is flat on
one side (the patterned side) and has tiny loops on
the underside, which are very soft and don’t bother
skin at all. Sometimes is used to make a tee, but it
would work well for lounge pants or shorts as well.
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Hacci sweater
knit

Sweatshirt
fleece

Rayon
spandex
Single
Jersey

SCUBA
Lycra
spandex
knit —
Polyester
Spandex
Ponte de roma
— Rayon Poly
Spandex or
Rayon Nylon
Spandex Or
Poly Rayon
spandex

Cotton thermal
knit

Hacci sweater knit feels very soft, like sweater
material, but it’s generally a little lighter in
weight than most sweaters you’d buy at the
store (and it’s not like a cable knit, or a
sweater someone would actually knit for you).
It’s soft and stretchy and sews up just like
normal knits. it’s best suited to sweaters that
are a little slouchy or oversized.

TOP WEIGHTS SOLID DYED ,
YARN DYED AND
PRINTS

It’s smooth on the outside with super soft
fleece on the inside. As with the hacci sweater
knits, it’s lighter weight than what you see in
sweatshirts at the store. It means it will drape
well instead of just being bulky. There’s not
much stretch to it – really just a little, so it will
be very easy to sew. It would also be perfect
for a lightweight sweatshirt or lounge pants or
shorts.

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

The rayon spandex blends are lighter in
weight than most of the cotton spandex
blends, so it is used for kid’s tees,
nightgowns, etc., but not for tees for unless
planned to layer something under them. They
might work great for a gathered skirt or dress,
however – the fabric seems soft enough to
gather nicely without pouffing out too much,
and would probably be very cool in hot
weather.

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

Lycra spandex knit is often known as dance
wear or swimwear knit. It’s super stretchy and
generally a pretty good weight, perfect for
making leotards, leggings, or swimwear (with
a lining). It has a smooth, almost shiny feel,
like what you’re used to seeing on swimsuits.

BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

Ponte de roma is a slightly thicker, sturdier
knitMachine
that usually has a slight side-to-side
Multi Track Knitting
texture. Pontes can vary quite a bit in how
stretchy they are and cheap ponte de roma
can feel almost like old school polyester.
Pontes used for dresses and skirts, but ﬁnd it
a little too heavy for tee shirts. It doesn’t
breathe quite as well as a jersey.

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

/2014

Cotton thermal knit is just what it sounds like
– the material thermals or long underwear are
made from. It makes great long sleeve shirts
for kids.
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JACQUARD FABRIC

12

Semi & Full
Jacquards
Knits — In
different
blends &
Designs

Jacquards Knits - is just what it sounds like –
fabrics available in different designs. These are
fabrics are made up of different types of natural
or synthetic fibers or theirs blends .. These
fabrics are usually used in fashion wears .

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS
1/21/2014
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14

Feeder Stripes &
Auto Stripes
Fabrics

Pique & Honey
Combo Knits
Fabrics — In
Cotton or Poly
Blends

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

We have an extensive collection of striped fabrics from
curtain fabrics to upholstery fabrics, our range will ensure
you find a striped fabric to love. Our striped linings are
exclusive to Just Fabrics and add that something extra to
your curtains and blinds

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

Pique Knit fabric has raised fibers that form a ribbed-like
texture that can form various diamond-like shapes. This
typically gives the fabric more body, making it perfect for
polo shirts, shirt dresses, knit skirts and more structured
knit fashion apparel.

We are one of the leading organization engaged in
providing excellent quality Cotton And PC Pique
Fabrics, which are manufactured by using high grade
material

SLUB JERSEY - KNITS
15

16

17

Normal &
Injected
Slub Single
Jersey Knits

Neppy Single &
Multi Color
Neppy SJ

TOP
WEIGHTS
&
Single
jersey
fabrics are
BOTTOM
manufactured
by weft
WEIGHTS
- SOLID
DYED
, YARNtechnique
knitting
DYED AND
Here interlooping of slub
PRINTS

Single jersey fabrics are manufactured by weft knitting
technique .
Here inter looping of slub yarn takes place. Soft twisted
yarns are used. These fabrics have High stretchability and
elastic recovery. Used for leisure wear manufacturing
Men’s , Women’s and Kids wear

yarn takes place
Soft twisted yarns are used
It is manufactured on circular
knitting machine
Fabric dyeing is carried out
in solid colors so that slub
TOP
WEIGHTS
&
effect
is prominent

When a garment is neppy, or has nep, it usually just
means that the fabric of the garment has been knitted in a
way that some of the cotton fibers extend and protrude
from the main surface. Usually these fabrics tend to
posses a “snowy” look, as if fresh fallen snow is sitting on
the surface of the fabrics.. These fabrics are used for
making T-shirts for Men / Women & kids

BOTTOM
WEIGHTS SOLID DYED ,
YARN DYED
AND PRINTS

GRINDLE JERSEY - KNITS

Grindle
Jersey —
Knits

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
o Soft twisted coarse grindle
DYED AND
yarns are used
PRINTS
o
o
o

It is manufactured on
circular knitting machine
Medium to High GSM fabric
100% Cotton

Soft twisted coarse grindle yarns are used to make the
fabric , Medium to High GSM mostly made from 100%
Cotton yarns. Non reversible fabric different or same
yarns used for face and back
Used for leisure wear manufacturing Men’s , Women’s
and Kids wear

WAFFLE - KNITS
18

19

Waffle Knits
— Made of
Synthetic &
natural ﬁbre
Blends

Velour K
— Made of
Synthetic &
natural ﬁbre
Blends

o

Fabric is manufactured by

Waffle weave is a reversible, knit fabric with a raised
geometric texture that looks like honeycomb. It is
available in printed , solid dyed or yarn dyed stripe form .
Fabric posses High stretchability and low elastic
recovery.
Used for leisure wear manufacturing Men’s , Women’s
and Kids wear.

TOP WEIGHTS &
weft knitting technique
BOTTOM
o Soft twisted are used
WEIGHTS - SOLID
o Waffle weave is a
DYED , YARN reversible, woven knit fabric
DYED AND
with a raised geometric
PRINTS
texture that looks like
honeycomb.
o Can be solid or striper
o It is manufactured on
ELOUR
circular knittingVor
flat
knitting machine
o o
Fabric
manufactured
100%isCotton
or blendsby
may
TOP WEIGHTS
be knitting
used technique
& BOTTOM weft

KNITS

Fabric is manufactured by weft knitting technique. Cut or
uncut piles are present on the surface of the fabric. Velour
is a knitted fabric, allowing it to stretch.It combines the
stretchy properties of knits such as spandex with the rich
appearance and feel of velvet .

WEIGHTS -o Soft twisted are used
SOLID DYED
, or uncut piles are
o Cut
YARN DYED present on the surface of
AND PRINTS the fabric
o
o

Velour is a knitted fabric,
allowing it to stretch.
It combines the stretchy
properties of knits such
as spandex with the rich
appearance and feel
of velvet
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Pique Nets /
Mesh Knits
Fabric —
Synthetic Fibres

Tricot— Made up
of Synthetic &
natural fibre
Blends

Raschel Knits —
Made up of
Synthetic &
natural fibre
Blends

We are extensively engaged in the offering of this range of
Mesh Fabric that has been in wide demand for the vivacious
pattern and color shade..
We are exporting a wide variety of mesh fabrics in different
blends & weight ranges such as Poly / Poly lurex, Nylon ,
Nylon/ Lurex , Poly Spandex , Nylon Spandex .. Metallic
meshes etc ..

GSM Range — 50
g/m2 to 180 g/m2

Tricot fabric has a unique weave that allows it to be smooth
on one side, with texture on the other side. This allows the
fabric to be sturdy, yet soft. Our tricot fabrics are perfect for
luxurious lingerie, apparel, and linings.
We offer Tricot fabrics in deniers, fibre compositions and
structures such as dazzle , super poly etc .. with wide range of
weight that will surely meet your end need.

TOP WEIGHTS &
BOTTOM
WEIGHTS - SOLID
DYED , YARN
DYED AND PRINTS

Raschel knits do not stretch significantly and are often bulky;
consequently, they are often used as an unlined material for
coats, jackets, straight skirts and dresses. These fabrics can
be made out of conventional or novelty yarns which allows
for interesting textures and designs to be created.The
qualities of these fabrics range from "dense and compact to
open and lofty can be either stable or stretchy, and singlefaced or reversible.

Diﬀerent types
of Laces &
Meshes with
wide range of
weight

MUSLIN
Coarse type of plain
weave fabric made of
carded cotton or
polyster/cotton yarns of
various thread counts
heavier than long cloth
upto 140.
Muslin is most typically an
unbleached or white cloth,
produced
from carded cotton yarn GEORGETTE
Georgette (shortened
from crêpe
Georgette or Georgette
crêpe) is a sheer,
lightweight, dullfinished crêpe fabric
Can be solid dyed or
printed
crinkly surface is
created by
alternating S- and Ztwist yarns in
both warp and weft
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